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Antonia Goy 

"Luxury Designerwear"

This high-end boutique is the flagship store for the luxury brand Antonia

Goy. Best known for their highly stylized, minimalist cuts and prints,

Antonia Goy is easily one of the most popular luxury boutiques in Mitte.

The shelves here are full of cutting edge yet earthy designs, that ooze

elegance and modernism. Gorgeous fabrics and a blend of innovation and

classic angles make Antonia Goy pieces exceedingly desirable

commodities. Chic yet elegant, feminine yet statuesque describes much of

Antonia Goy apparel.

 Brunnenstraße 5, Berlijn
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Konk 

"Beautiful Designer Pieces"

Konk offers brilliant apparel by local upcoming designers. Owned and

operated by fashion enthusiast, Edda Mann, this charming boutique also

showcases accessories and jewelry from exotic labels like Naoko Ogawa,

Alex Monroe and Catherine Weitzman, to name a few. Cutting edge

designs, gorgeous fabrics and highly stylized merchandise are permanent

residents here. Stop by to bag a few unique and truly beautiful pieces.

 +49 30 2809 7839  www.konk-berlin.de/  mail@konk-berlin.de  Kleine Hamburger Straße 15,

Berlijn
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Eisdieler 

"Casual & Cool"

This Prenzlauer Berg boutique used to be an ice cream shop. An

undertaking of budding, local designers, Dirk, Martin, Olaf and Stefan,

Eisdieler is best known for its clubwear and casual apparel for men. Cool

and hip, the clothes here spell out uber cool and pzazz. Apart from

clothing, they also have a selection of accessories like sunglasses,

handbags and gloves among other things. Drop in for steal of comfortable

yet fun clothes at reasonable prices.

 +49 30 2839 1291  info@eisdieler.de  Kastanienallee 12, Berlijn
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Andreas Murkudis 

"Hidden Gem"

Andreas Murkudis is a chic boutique for the fashion forward in Berlin. It

features trendy clothing for men and women as well as an array of home

decor, accessories, jewelry and unique gift items. The collection boasts

top international brands like Jil Sander, Guidi and Giorgio Brato. A

purchase guarantees a stylish addition to your wardrobe.

 +49 30 6 8079 8306  andreasmurkudis.com/en/

store/potsdamer-

 press@andreasmurkudis.c

om

 E Potsdamer Straße 81,

Berlijn
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